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REMS and ARSCI: Teamwork At Its Most Efficient
n News

On September 6, 2019, a week before the APAC for AR101 was held, the FDA notified

Aimmune that a Risk Evaluation and Mitigation Strategy (REMS) program would need to be

put in place for AR101 as an approval requirement. A REMS program is meant to provide risk

mitigation strategies to ensure the benefits of the treatment outweigh the risks. These

mitigation strategies require tracking, monitoring and reporting to the FDA.

In the case of AR101, participants in the REMS program include patients, health care facilities

and specialty pharmacies. On the critical path for AR101 approval, planning and deploying a

REMS program represented a huge challenge that required rapid start up and execution.

Enter ARSCI 
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A cross-functional Steering Committee was formed, led by Bill Turner, who immediately

employed ARSCI to define Accountabilities and Responsibilities for each workstream. The

project was launched on September 16, with Becki Filice identified as accountable or the "A"

for the REMS deployment. "We've been able to move very quickly because of ARSCI," said

Becki. "We have completed several workstreams in short order and are now focused on the

remaining three, while keeping pace with all FDA feedback and our deployment plans."

One example of how ARSCI helped the team accelerate its work was with vendor selection.

Because the ARSCI roles were identified in advance, the team was able to comply with

Aimmune processes and standards, get the necessary review and feedback on vendors in

real time, and then move quickly to a decision three weeks after workstream launch.

In fact, the vendor was selected within 48 hours of receiving the final bid proposal, and the

kick-off meeting was held two business days later.

The ARSCI model also supported completion of the document set required as part of the

FDA regulatory submission for the REMS program approval. To finalize the preparation of

the documents, cross-functional review and input needed to be accomplished with ease and

speed. 

"When a question arises regarding who needs to review, complete or sign off on a

document, ARSCI helps manage interdependencies across the workstreams," said Becki.

"Identifying the 'A' and the 'R' for each workstream helps us quickly get input from the right

sources and make key decisions in a timely manner."

The outstanding progress to-date of the REMS program highlights the value of ARSCI to

clarify roles, simplify processes, achieve faster results, and support teamwork. To learn how

ARSCI can help with your own projects, check out our online training and resources here. 
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